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The observed [1,2] 7r+ emission from the weak decay of ;He has long been an intrigu- 
ing puzzle. Experimentally, the 7r+ to 7r- ratio for ;He decay is about 5%. Because 
mesonic decay modes of the free A (+ p + 7r-, n + T O )  produce no R+S, more compli- 
cated mechanisms must be responsible for the 7r+ decay of :He. Dalitz and von Hippel 
[3-51 explored two-body decay processes of the type: (i) A + 7ro + n decay followed by 
a 7ro + p -+ 7r+ + n charge-exchange reaction, and (ii) C+ + 7r+ + n decay following 
a A + p + C+ + n conversion. They concluded that neither process could account for 
even a 1% 7r+ decay rate. Dalitz [6] argued that the experimental identification of free 
C+ + 7r+ + n decay as a p-wave process ruled out the promising explanation coming 
from von Hippel's calculations [5], which had found that s-wave E+ decay might yield a 
sufficiently high rate. Cieplf and Gal [7] re-examined the charge-exchange contribution 
and concluded that, although up-to-date input parameters yield a 1.2% branching ratio, 
the charge-exchange mechanism cannot account for the experimental value of about 5%. 

The ratio of 7r+ decays to 7r- decays for ;He is defined as 
I'(iHe + all 7r+ modes) 
I'(iHe + all 7r- modes) R(7r+/r-) = 

The measurement coming from the bubble chamber study by Keyes et al. [2] yielded 
R(n+/n-) = 4.3(1.7)%. Results from Mayeur et al. [l] and from Bohm et al. [8] are 
quoted as lying within the range 5.4?::;% 5 R(n+/n-) 5 6.9?4:;% . Thus, a 7r+ decay 
probability of approximately 5(2)% is observed in the experiments. Sacton's review 191 
provides a cogent summary, including results from the papers by Mayeur et al. [l] and by 
Gajewski et al. [lo]. The data are reproduced in Fig. 1 in which one compares the pion 
kinetic energy spectra for the following four decay processes: 

:He + ~ - + p + ~ H e  (a) 
;He + 7r++n+ 3H (b) 
2H + 7r-+n+ 3He (c) 
:H + 7 r - + ~ + ~ H  ( d ) .  

J 

The 7r- spectrum from process (a) is peaked at a kinetic energy of around 30 MeV, as 
one would expect for 7r-s coming from an underlying A + 7r- + p free decay; the tail 
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Figure 1. The 7r* kinetic energy distribution from the decays: (a) :He + 7r- + p + 3He, 
(b) ;He + d + n +  3H, (c) i H  -+ n'+n+ 3He, and ( d )  i H  -+ n-+p+ 3H, as reproduced 
from Ref. [9]. 

extends to  15 MeV. The 7r- decay from process ( d )  is similarly peaked but several MeV 
higher. The primary strength for iH decay lies in the i H  -+ 7r- + 4He analog mode [8], so 
that the spectrum of (d) contains many fewer events than that of (a). (Krecker et al. 1111 
present a later summary of such 7r- decay data.) 

Our interpretation of (a) is that one is looking at a process dominated by A -+ 7r- + 
p decay embedded within a very light nucleus; Fermi smearing of the peak is limited. 
The possible three-body A + N + 7r- + p + N decay is less likely to leave behind a 
bound trinucleon. Specific decay events involving two protons in the final state have been 
identified [8], but we would expect to see 7r- events with kinetic energies of less than 15 
MeV, if 7r-s from three-body decay processes were of importance. The 7r- kinetic energy 
spectrum for i H  into n + 3He, process (c), and into p + 3H, process (d), look similar to 
that for (a). We suggest that the two-body (A + 7r- + p )  decay appearance comes from 

i H  + 7r- + 4He*, (e) 

where the 4He* T = 0 states decay equally into n+ 3He and p +  3H. Sacton shows that the 
two-body decay i H  + 7r- + 4He generates some ten times the number of events that the 
three-body decay i H  + 7r- + p + 3H produces. We infer (i) that the three-body decay 
modes (c) and ( d )  are closely related, as the number of events for each in Fig. 1 indicates, 
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and (ii) that they come primarily from the decay of the T = 0 4He excited states, following 
T- emission. This interpretation in terms of strong final-state interactions involved in (c )  
and (d) is supported by Ref. [12], where it is argued that a naive calculation not taking 
into account resonant final states fails. However, the low-energy ?T-S are most likely to 
come from multi-nucleon final states. 

The :He + T+ + n + 3He decay mode (b) is the puzzle. Unlike the 7r- decay spec- 
tra, which are peaked according to two-body decay (A + 7r- + p )  expectations, the & 
spectrum from the :He + T+ decay is flat in terms of the R+ energy distribution. Fur- 
thermore, it is stated in Ref. [l] that for 7r+ kinetic energies below 22 MeV multi-neutron 
final states are likely. Therefore, the label “3H” in process (b) and in the caption for Fig. 
l b  should be interpreted as “3H or n + 2H or n + n +  ‘H.” This is emphasized in Ref. [2], 
where the final state is labeled “nnnp.” In addition, we note the paucity of events for 
pion kinetic energies above that corresponding to the threshold for four-nucleon decay. 
Finally, Keyes et al. [2] argue that the data suggest the 7r+ emission process is predomi- 
nantly s-wave. Therefore, we conclude there is no evidence that the two-body decay of 
the virtual C+, assumed to be operative by von Hippel, can account for the 7r+ spectrum. 

It is the large probability for a virtual C+ which is unique to the :He hypernucleus: 
The wave function of :He can be written schematically as 

Because of its charge, :He permits the A to make a virtual transition to  a E+ without 
altering the structure of the “nuclear core” state, whereas one would anticipate only C- 
(and Eo) transitions in iH. This suggests that the A + p  + C + + n  transition is the key to 
understanding the T+ emission. We interpret the flat s-wave T+ spectrum seen above as 
evidence for a three-body decay mechanism of the type C+ + N + 7r+ + n + N replacing 
the C+ + 7 ~ +  + n “free” decay unavailable to the deeply bound C. The virtual C+ N 
system is “offshell;” there must be a C+ + N -+ & + n + N rescattering to restore the 
system to “on-shell” and free the observed T+S. We expect both nucleons to  carry off 
kinetic energy, producing a pion spectrum moreor-less uniformly distributed from zero 
to the maximum corresponding to a n + n + 2H final state. One of the two neutrons in 
the n+nn rescattering process could be “picked up” by the spectator deuteron to produce 
a triton. Alternatively, the proton in the r+np rescattering process could be picked up 
by the spectator di-neutron to produce a triton. However, were the 3H final state to  play 
a dominant role in the 7 ~ +  decay, one would expect to see primarily T+ events above the 
nn2H threshold. A threebody decay amplitude of the C+ + N -+ T+ + n + N type, 
normalized to the theoretically estimated C+ probability in :He, can explain not only the 
?r+ decay branching ratio but also the s-wave angular distribution and the flat energy 
distribution of the &s. 

A simple estimate of the C probability in a model calculation [13] for the iHe-iH 
system yields a probability as large as 14%. Therefore, we assume the C+ probability 
in :He to be P(E?) = fIP12 = f x 14(6)% = 9(4)% . In order to translate this C+ 
probability into an estimate for the branching ratio R(?T+/?T-), we must take into account 
suppression effects due to  the Pauli principle for the in-medium decay rates. Dalitz and 
von Hippel [4] found that, compared to ?T- decay, Pauli suppression is about two times 



stronger for 7r+ decay of :He. We use this value to estimate the relative importance of 
Pauli suppression. We assume that, apart from the reduction in phase space, the E+ 
decay rate is unmodified in the medium; that is, the C+ in-medium three-body decay 
rate is taken to be approximately equal to (i.e., to essentially replace) the two-body free 
decay rate, except for the phase space difference due to the E+ being highly virtual. 

1 2 
2 

The relevant decay ratio in vacuum which we need is 

r(c+ + T+ + n) / r ( A  + T- + p )  = -r(c+) / ,r(A) N 2.5 , (3) 
where the AI  = 1/2 rule was assumed. Phase space gives an additional factor of the 
average 7r+ momentum for in-medium 7r+ decay of ;He to  its value for E+ + 7r+ + n 
decay in vacuum. Collecting factors, we estimate 

5(3)% 9 

70 
185 x 2.5 x - = 1 P(C+) 

2 l - P ( E + )  R(7r+/7r--) N - x (4) 

where the factor 1/2 is due to the relative Pauli suppression, and we assume that the decay 
via the virtual Eo component is counted primarily in the 7r- decay rate. We suggest that a 
7r+ to 7r- branching ratio R(T+/T-) of the order of 5% is a plausible result for any model 
calculation that includes A - C conversion. Clearly, a more realistic model calculation 
which includes the charge-exchange channel [7] as well as the Co + p + 7r+ + n + n decay 
mechanism is called for. 
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